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INDUSTRY NEWS

Rural Connections
BY SHIRLEY BLOOMFIELD, CEO
NTCA–The Rural Broadband Association

Despite the challenges of serving rural America, health care professionals are 
delivering quality care, embracing technology and finding creative ways to 
encourage wellness among their rural patients. On Nov. 21, rural health offices 
will honor these providers — along with the partners and communities who sup-
port them — by sponsoring National Rural Health Day.

Celebrate rural health on Nov. 21

How can you celebrate National Rural Health Day?
Find free, downloadable resources for many of the activities 

below by visiting www.powerofrural.org/nrhd-tookit.

PARENTS: Prepare a healthy meal for dinner, and talk with your kids 
about the blessings — and the challenges — of living in rural America. 
Mention the health care providers who service your rural community.

PATIENTS: Write a note to your health care team, thanking them for 
their help and their commitment to serving a rural population.

PHYSICIANS: Display National Rural Health Day posters in your office. 
Provide a staff appreciation lunch. Visit www.WalkWithADoc.org and 
consider starting this fun, active outreach in your community.

FACEBOOK USERS: Share a story about your doctor, a nurse or other 
health care provider who has made a positive impact on your life.

TEACHERS: Give your students coloring book pages. Sponsor a rural 
health-themed poster contest. Invite physicians or nurses from local 
hospitals and clinics to speak to students.

BROADBAND USERS: Search for health information over your broad-
band connection. Ask your physician if there are telehealth resources 
that could help you maintain or improve your health.

SMALL BUSINESSES: Show appreciation to your local rural health 
professionals by providing them with discounts or special offers.

YOU!: Make healthy eating choices. Take a walk. Avoid tobacco prod-
ucts. Schedule an appointment to have your cholesterol and blood 
pressure checked.

Share your experiences across social media using the hashtags  
#powerofrural and #nationalruralhealthday.

We need better 
mapping data

Several states have adopted loan and 
grant programs to help extend ser-
vice to those areas of rural America 

still lacking a reliable broadband connec-
tion. Beyond its traditional programs, the 
federal government continues looking for 
ways to invest in this critical infrastruc-
ture.

A challenge associated with deciding 
where to invest these dollars is identify-
ing where service is or is not already 
available. The FCC’s broadband maps are 
the determining resource.

The FCC issued an order over the sum-
mer that will move away from the overly 
broad use of census blocks for reporting 
broadband coverage, instead requiring 
providers to submit “shapefiles” show-
ing where they actually offer broadband 
service.

I had the opportunity to appear before 
a Congressional committee in September, 
where I shared a few key steps to move 
us toward more accurate mapping.

First, we need standardized reporting. 
It is also important to have a back-end 
validation process. 

Finally, a robust challenge process is 
needed to allow providers and policy-
makers to do one last “sanity check” on 
the accuracy of the maps before decisions 
are reached.

Providers like yours are making great 
progress in connecting rural America. But 
if we hope for a future where everyone 
has broadband access, we must have bet-
ter mapping data. 



Gaming generation
Millennials — the first lifelong gamers

The U.S. launch of the Nintendo 
Entertainment System in late 1985 
helped create an entertainment 

revolution. The oldest millennials at the 
time were about 4 years old, and that 
generation would be the first to make 
gaming a common pastime.

Members of this group, also known 
as Generation Y, are closely tracked by 
experts such as The Nielsen Company to 
monitor entertainment and technology 
trends, because the habits of millennials 
shape those industries.

Today, millennial gamers are find-
ing new ways to play. There are mobile 
games and online, community-based 
games. Some people compete, and others 
enjoy the movielike experiences of mod-
ern games. And for millennial gamers, 
the male-to-female ratio is roughly even.

Thanks to games that emphasize 
social features, about 70% of millennial 
gamers and the generation following, 
often known as Gen Z, turn to multi-
player gaming for the social component.

Also, the pastime remains a critical 
entertainment choice even when the 
competition ends. About 70% of gam-
ers turn to YouTube or Twitch to watch 
online videos about gaming. On aver-
age, this form of viewing totals nearly 
six hours weekly. Millennial gamers are 
willing to pay those who create the con-
tent they enjoy, either through subscrip-
tions or by donating directly. 

A Nielsen report concluded that mil-
lennials will not quickly outgrow this 
form of entertainment, and they will 
become the first generation of lifelong 
gamers. 

Millennial gamers 
are a wide-ranging 
demographic group

54%  
with full-time 
employment

 
43%  

with a bachelor’s 
degree or higher 

46%  
with children 

76%  
pay for a movie/TV 
streaming service

 
38% 

pay for a music 
streaming service

$58,000  
average household 

income

Games have become a social activity for millennials
Thanks to social features that let connected gamers chat and play with each 
other, a large share of millennials and Gen Zers play multiplayer games to 
virtually hang out with their friends and families. Members of Gen X and up 
are, in contrast, far less likely to play multiplayer titles.
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FROM THE CEO

Like Nintendo, we go  
beyond technology

At first glance, HCTC and Nintendo don’t have a lot in 
common. Nintendo is a video game giant based in Japan, 
and we are a small broadband provider in rural Texas. 

But a quote I ran across recently made me realize we may have 
more in common than you’d think.

In the pages of this issue, you’ll see a focus on gamers. And 
though I’m not much of a gamer myself, I know there are hundreds 
or even thousands of our members who enjoy playing video games 
on our network. Gaming has certainly become mainstream — to 
the point where there are college scholarships for team gamers.

For decades now, one brand has been synonymous with gaming: 
Nintendo. It’s a company with an interesting history. Like HCTC, 
it evolved over the years to meet customer demand. In fact, many 
people don’t know that Nintendo started off in 1889 as a small 
manufacturer of playing cards. Nearly a century and a half later, 
it’s changed the world with its electronic gaming systems, hand-

helds and characters like Mario.
Similar to the way Nintendo developed, we’ve evolved from party line phone systems to 

lightning-fast broadband. But a quote from former Nintendo President Satoru Iwata drove 
home another similarity our two companies share.

In discussing his company’s success, the late Mr. Iwata stated that in order to be successful, 
Nintendo had to look beyond the hardware and software it developed. “Please understand, 
I am not saying that technology is unimportant,” he told an interviewer. “But if we are just 
focusing on technology ... we will not succeed.”

In order to succeed, Nintendo had to focus not on the processors, electronics and equip-
ment driving its games but instead on what the games did for people. Similarly at HCTC, 
we constantly remind ourselves that the technology our business provides is only part of the 
equation. What matters most is how our members use that technology and the ways their lives 
are improved because of it.

Maybe it’s when a young adult can enroll in distance learning classes because of our 
network. Maybe it’s when an entrepreneur connects to markets around the world through our 
services. Or maybe it’s simply when a customer gets to play a video game online with friends. 

Just like with Nintendo, the bits and bytes of our business are secondary. Our primary focus 
is on the difference that technology can make for you. 
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Daniel De Jesus 
competes on the 
esports team of 
Schreiner University, 
which has embraced 
the growing sport.
See story Page 12.
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STEWARD LAMBERT WINS GRAND 
PRIZE AT HCTC ANNUAL MEETING

A HERO’S WELCOME
HCTC employees helped give a hero’s welcome to 

U.S. Army Cpl. Billy Joe Butler, whose remains were 
returned home nearly 70 years after he was taken as 
a prisoner of war in North Korea.

Butler, who enlisted at 19, was captured in 1950. 
His family was notified earlier this year that his 
remains had been positively identified. He was laid 
to rest in July near his parents in Nichols Cemetery.

“Today was a special moment in Kerr County his-
tory,” says Samantha Rathke, an HCTC employee. 
“It was truly humbling to see the patriotism of our 
employees in support of our community and our 
American heroes.”

The HCTC offices will close so employees 
may enjoy time with their families during 
the holidays.

Thanksgiving: Thursday and Friday, Nov. 
28-29.

Christmas: Noon Tuesday, Dec. 24, and all 
day on Wednesday, Dec. 25.

New Year: Noon on Tuesday, Dec. 31, and all 
day Wednesday, Jan. 1

Holiday closings 
Your rights as a customer
The Substantive Rules, Section 26.31(c), of the Texas Public Utility 
Commission, requires all telephone companies to inform subscribers 
of “Your Rights as a Customer.” Your rights have been published in the 
May 2019 Telephone Directory and can be found on pages 26-32. In 
addition, the Cooperative’s Bylaws have been published in the back of 
the directory for your convenience. 

Sus derechos como un cliente
Las reglas substantivas, seccion 26.31(c), del Comision Utilidad 
Publico de tehas, requirė todas las comanias de telėfono a informar 
suscriptores de <Los Derechos Como Un Cliente.> Sus derechos han 
publicado en la quia telėfono de Mayo 2019 y pueden encontrarios en 
las paginas 33 a 40. En adicion, Los Reglamentos del Cooperativo se 
han publicado de atras de la quia para sus conveniancia.

About 700 members and guests 
attended this year’s annual 
meeting on Oct. 7.   The meeting 
began with an invocation by 
Richard McAllister of New Hope 
Fellowship Church.  Vietnam 
Veterans Commander Arnold 
Rathke, Bill Vaughn, Frank 
Bertagnolli, Keith Morvant, and 
Doak Nibblet posted the colors 
and led the audience in the 
Pledge of Allegiance.  Bugler 
Brian Ward played the taps and 
Sonja Johnson sang the U. S. 
National Anthem.

Jane Perilloux was elected as 
director of District #6B (Comfort 
and Sisterdale).  Directors 
re-elected for three-year terms 
were Bob Trees of District #1A 
(Ingram) and Dorrie Cooper of 
District #5 (Fredonia, Katemcy, 
Pontotoc and Streeter).  

Members also voted on proposed 
Bylaw amendments.  Both the 
proposed Amendment No. 1 to 

Article 1, Section 1.1, Eligibility; 
and, proposed Amendment No 2 
to Article 1, Section 1.6, Definition 
and Classifications, passed.

Stewart Lambert of our Comfort 
Exchange was the grand prize 
winner of one year of free 
Internet and voice service, a 
value of up to $2,400.

HCTC employees saluted the fallen soldier. From left are Asia 
Simpson, Dave Thomas, Bill Warren, Randy Farrell, Scott Link, 
Randy Root, Steve Copp, Kerry Sutton and Samantha Rathke.
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TRAVEL

“Schools throughout the Rio Grande Valley are involved in 
activities here,” says Frank Thomas, a World War II veteran who 
also served in Korea and Vietnam.  

A state the size of Texas has several such sites, but few memo-
rialize as many wars as that in McAllen. “It tells the stories of 
honor, sacrifice and the courage of the approximately 1.4 million 
American military men and women killed in all the wars and 
conflicts of the USA,” Thomas says.

The idea for a memorial began in 1988 with a group of World 

War II veterans from around the Rio Grande Valley in South 
Texas. Every year, the still-expanding war memorial draws 
thousands of visitors who come to see military weddings and 
ceremonies like the ones on Veterans Day, Memorial Day and 
Pearl Harbor Day.

There are dozens of statues and markers on the 5-acre prop-
erty. The city donated the land, which is adjacent to the McAllen 
Convention Center and Performing Arts Center. To date, more 
than $3 million has gone into the memorial, including the lat-
est section, which has 18 walls with 36 panels of granite. Area 
schoolchildren authored American history stories, which will be 
engraved on these walls.

“These American history stories are destined to stand far into 
the future, engendering patriotic feelings for our children and 
their children’s children to better understand Americans’ love of 
freedom,” Thomas says.

Among the important sites at the Veteran’s War Memorial is 
the American Spire of Honor, a black granite marker that stands 
over the property at 105 feet, honoring those who lost their lives 
in all the conflicts in the history of the United States. Grassy 
areas surround the spire, along with pathways of colored pav-
ers. Approximately 400 granite panels in the park immortalize 
moments in American history, and there are bronze statues, 
soothing landscaping and benches for rest and meditation. The 
site is well lit and open 24 hours a day, allowing visitors to come 
at any hour free of charge.

Thomas is one of a dwindling group of World War II veter-
ans still living, and he knows even fewer of his number will 
be around in the next five years. “However, the stories of the 
courage, sacrifice and love of freedom will stand for all time for 
future generations to remember the cost of freedom,” he says. 

A history of service
America’s war memorials tell the story of our 

country. They are places where we can reflect 
on those who gave their lives for freedom, not 

only for Americans but also for people around the 
world. Many of these places, such as the Veteran’s 

War Memorial in McAllen, Texas, also serve as 
outdoor classrooms of American history.

Memorials honor heroic legacies

The Veteran’s War Memorial 
in McAllen, Texas, honors 
veterans and teaches the 
history of our military.
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If you go 
What: Veteran’s War Memorial
Where: 3129 Galveston Ave., McAllen
When: Open 24 hours, seven days a week
Information: www.mcallen.net/veterans  
or 956-631-2511

Also in Texas

WAR MEMORIAL PARK
101 N. MAIN ST., DUNCANVILLE
The Duncanville War Memorial stands 
near the center of town as a memorial 
for fallen soldiers from the Duncanville 
area. The 16-foot-high statue with a 
bald eagle on its crown is located on a 
shady spot of land along Main Street. 
The eternal flame is next to it.

TEXAS VIETNAM VETERANS MEMORIAL 
PARRY AVENUE, DALLAS
The Texas Vietnam Veterans Memorial 
pays honor to those Texans who served 
the United States in the South Asian 
conflict.

Former President George H.W. Bush dedi-
cated the memorial in 1989. Five tablets 
of Texas granite bear the names of 
Texans killed or missing in action, includ-
ing nine Congressional Medal of Honor 
recipients. A soothing waterfall flows 
alongside the memorial, which is known 
simply as “The Wall.” Visitors sometimes 
leave wreaths, bracelets, flowers, flags 
and other sentimental items next to the 
tablet in honor of a loved one.

THE TEXAS PANHANDLE  
WAR MEMORIAL
4101S GEORGIA, AMARILLO
The Texas Panhandle War Memorial 
honors the men and women who served 
in wars from the Spanish-American 
War through the war in Iraq. Exhibits at 
the center include a piece of the USS 
Arizona, and a museum houses military 
artifacts. Upcoming events include a 
Veterans Day ceremony at 11 a.m. on 
Nov. 11.

VIETNAM VETERANS MEMORIAL
451 JEFFERSON ST., SAN ANTONIO
San Antonio's Vietnam Veterans Memo-
rial is in the Veterans Memorial Plaza. 
A dedication to those who served in 
Vietnam, it features a memorial with a 
radio operator comforting a wounded 
comrade while anxiously searching 
the sky for a medevac helicopter. The 
bronze sculpture stands about 10 feet 
tall at its highest point and is 23 feet 
long and 12 feet wide. With a weight 
of more than 10 tons, it is the largest 
sculpture of its kind in the country. The 
memorial is located in front of Municipal 
Auditorium. A monument to Korean War 
veterans stands at the opposite end of 
the plaza.
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Kerry Sutton

TECH TIPS

WHAT: Lunch & Learn

WHEN: First Wednesday of 
each month

TIME: Noon-1 p.m.

LOCATION: HCTC Community 
Room 

NOVEMBER TOPIC:  
Best tech gifts for Christmas

DECEMBER TOPIC:  
Open forum (or stump the 
techs)

YOU’RE INVITED!
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CONNECT YOUR TECH

Put tech under the tree
The latest gadgets make perfect gifts

Always protect your 
technology investment 
with some form of surge 
protection. For a basic 
surge protector, opt for 
one with a joule rating of 
at least 2,000. And look 
for one with connec-
tions for items such as a 
phone line and network-
ing cables because any 
line connected to your 
devices can produce a 
power surge.

The holidays are here again, a wonderful 
time of year when friends and family 
gather to celebrate the joy of the season, 

and finding the perfect gift is on everyone’s 
mind. As you’re thinking about what to get the 
special people in your life, consider some of 
these high-tech gadgets that are sure to please. 

WITHINGS MOVE HEALTH 
TRACKER WATCH

If you’ve searched for an 
activity tracker with a more 
classic watch design, the With-
ings Move may be for you. 

While the watch has no screen, it 
shows activity directly on the dial 

with its third hand, seamlessly tracking walk-
ing, running, sleeping, swimming and other 
activities. It also features a chronograph and 
connected GPS, so you get duration, distance, 
elevation and path mapped in a companion app. 
The Move comes in a variety of styles, has up 
to 18 months of battery life and is water-resis-
tant up to about 150 feet. The watch, which is 
available through Amazon or at withings.com, 
starts at $69.

BOSE FRAMES AUDIO SUNGLASSES
If you’re 

picking up a gift 
for an on-the-
go music lover 
who’s too cool 
for AirPods, 
these sunglasses with integrated Bose speak-
ers may be the perfect fit. Bose Frames feature 
rich, immersive sound while still allowing you 
to be aware of your surroundings. Featuring 
Bluetooth connectivity, the sunglasses have 
a built-in microphone so you can make calls 
or dictate text messages to your smartphone’s 
digital assistant. The frames come either in a 
classic angular shape or a rounder look. The 
lenses, which are scratch- and shatter-resistant, 
block 99% of the sun’s harmful rays. Available 
at bose.com, $199.    

NINTENDO SWITCH LITE
The Switch is a great console, but Nintendo 

finally figured out that for many gamers, the 
docking station that connected the device to a 
TV was just gathering dust. Enter the lower-
priced Switch Lite. As a dedicated handheld, 
the system is smaller than the original but 
provides access to the same expansive game 
library featuring Nintendo hits, big-budget 
studio titles and imaginative indies. The device 
is great for online play, or it allows as many as 
eight Switch systems to connect through a local 
wireless network. The Switch Lite comes in 
three colors: yellow, gray and turquoise. Pick 
your favorite and start gaming. Available at 
major retailers, $200.

PIPER COMPUTER KIT
Sometimes the best 

way to value some-
thing is to build it 
yourself, so 
why not let 
kids try their 
hand at put-
ting together their own computer? The Piper 
Computer Kit comes with everything you need 
to transform a Raspberry Pi 3 Model B circuit 
board into a working device capable of run-
ning Minecraft. The box comes with wood and 
acrylic pieces, a speaker, a battery, a 9-inch dis-
play and a kid-friendly mouse. Once the system 
is up and running, it can even teach kids coding 
through the included Piper Code software 
program. A great gift for a young computer 
enthusiast. Available at playpiper.com, $299. 
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Community is ‘The Point’ for the 
Hill Country Arts Foundation
Theaters put locals in the spotlight

Nestled on the banks of the 
Guadalupe River lies a treasure 
trove of local artistic talent. Here, 

the Point Theatre at the Hill Country Arts 
Foundation has, for over the past 60 years, 
been where hundreds of people have lived 
out their dreams of treading the boards.

The Point, as it is known to locals, occu-
pies two performance spaces: the 500-seat 
Smith-Ritch Point Theatre–the oldest 
continuously running outdoor theater in 
Texas–and the Elizabeth Huth-Coates The-
atre–an indoor, 100-seat, black box space. 
The Point operates year-round, staging a 
wide array of community productions — 
largely comedies and musicals.

“We are a true community theater, so 
we have nurses, teachers, lawyers,” says 
Sarah Derousseau, HCAF executive direc-
tor. “People come for that often. They’re 
coming to see the people they know.”

The “community” aspect of community 
theater isn’t just a buzzword at The Point. 

It’s a commitment. There are families 
who have been involved in productions 
for generations. “We have a director of an 
upcoming show who was out here in her 
crib,” Derousseau says. “Now, she and her 
husband do shows together. They actually 
met in a show. We were doing ‘The Buddy 
Holly Story’ in 2011, and it was a huge 
hit. Apparently, that show results in a lot 
of marriages. There are really romantic 
songs!”

Derousseau is very familiar herself 
with the allure of The Point. She arrived 
as an intern in 2000 with the intention of 
staying only for a year. “But I actually 
fell in love with this place,” she says. “I 
love the sense of community. I’ve done 
educational, community, and had a taste 
of professional theater, and I love working 
with people from the community. This is 
where they come to have fun. This is what 
I see in this place — you walk in, and you 
feel welcome here.”

STAYING CONNECTED
The Point’s website, hcaf.com, offers a 

wealth of information on everything from 
upcoming performances to audition dates, 
schedules for classes and workshops, and 
more.

Derousseau says a dependable broad-
band connection plays a vital role in 
keeping The Point connected, not only to 
its actors and crew members but also to 
the community as a whole. “The inter-
net is really where most people get their 
information now,” Derousseau says. 
“People look at Facebook for information. 
They look for news and for what’s coming 
up. So, being able to create an event and 
invite people and just broadcast it to as 
many people as possible on top of being 
able to boost your ad and get it to people 
who don’t know you exist — it’s crucial. I 
don’t even know how we got information 
out before.” 

BY ANDREA AGARDY

MORE TO EXPLORE
The Hill Country Arts Foundation’s 13-acre site in Ingram is also home to the Duncan-McAshan Visual Arts Center, which includes 
a gallery displaying the work of local artists, along with a ceramics studio and Hill Country Atelier, a mentorship program in which 
students hone their skills in traditional realism. The facility also houses Stonehenge II, a replica of the prehistoric monument in 
Wiltshire, England, and is the home of the annual Texas Arts & Crafts Fair. For more information, visit hcaf.com or call 830-367-5121.

Jeffery Hensel, Romeo, and Jason Rittimann, 
Juliet, are two-thirds of the trio of the cast of 
“The Complete Works of William Shakespeare 
(Abridged).” Not pictured is David Remschel.

The cast of “Madagascar” 
rehearses vocal parts in 
the amphitheatre.

Lanza Teague 
— volunteer 
coordinator,  
costume 
manager and box 
office manager 
— works on a 
costume.

Sarah 
Derousseau 
is the 
executive 
director 
of the Hill 
Country Arts 
Foundation.



High-speed 
connections 
create 
winners

Esports go  
mainstream
A dozen gaming computers provide 

an ethereal green glow along 
the stage at Lander University’s 

Abney Cultural Center in Greenwood, 
South Carolina, as esports competitors 
prepare for an early round at the 2019 
Peach Belt Conference League of Legends 
Championship tournament.

In traditional sports, the PBC is a 
member of NCAA Division II and 
composed of small colleges and universi-
ties in the Carolinas and Georgia. But as 
esports begins to find a larger niche, this 
is something different and new. While the 
video game industry has been around for 
decades, esports continues to evolve with 
college and professional teams, increas-
ingly stunning games and graphics, and 
more platforms on which to play.

“I grew up playing stick-and-ball sports, 
and I never saw the difference in intensity 
between those sports and esports,” says 
J.T. Vandenbree, associate college esports 
manager at Riot Games, the creator and 
distributor of the battle arena game League 
of Legends. “In esports, all the competitors 
play the same games, and they all have 
the same experiences. And they all get to 
chase the same dream.”

Vandenbree spoke during a forum on 
esports hosted by Lander University dur-
ing the 2019 PBC tournament. Members 
of the forum’s panel agreed that esports 
and video gaming are expected to continue 
to broaden their reach and market shares. 

Georgia high schools are now involved 
in sanctioned esports leagues. Dallas 
Cowboys owner Jerry Jones bought a stake 

in professional esports team Complexity 
Gaming in 2017 and moved its training 
center to the Cowboys complex in Frisco, 
Texas. In 2017, 240 colleges and univer-
sities competed in esports. That number 
grew to 357 in 2019, and many of those 
schools offer scholarships to promising 
video gamers. 

Despite the growing popularity of 
esports on college campuses and beyond, 
the NCAA has not sanctioned esports. 
Instead, the National Association of 
College Esports serves as its primary 
governing body, and the NCSA — Next 
College Student Athlete recruiting service 
— has added esports to its portfolio.

ESPN signed on as sponsor of the 
Collegiate Esports Championship and 

plans to continue its support of the genre 
across its platforms, John Lasker, ESPN’s 
vice president of digital programming, told 
Cheddar Esports during a regular show 
dedicated to gaming and esports.

“The conversion is happening right 
before our eyes,” Lasker says. “Sports 
teams and franchises are evolving into 
esports franchises and esports teams. As 
that continues to happen, ESPN expects 
to continue to be there as we have been in 
other sports.”

 
THE NEXT BIG THING

Gaming consoles such as Xbox and 
PlayStation have long incorporated 
internet connectivity into its gameplay, 
but Google is taking gaming one huge 

BY JOHN CLAYTON

THE IMPACT OF BROADBAND: GAMING EDITION

Lander University 
esports competitors 
prepare for the Peach 
Belt Conference League 
of Legends tournament.
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Using internet connections to play tradi-
tional games is an updated take on an old 
norm. “People used to play chess by mail or by 
messenger,” says Chris Bellinger, a Staunton, 
Virginia, resident and avid gamer. He partici-
pates in role-playing games with friends and 
family from across the miles thanks to inter-
net connections and gaming platforms that 
allow real-time communication and play.

Bellinger says members of his groups, which 
total about eight people in each, are involved 
in Pathfinder, Dungeons & Dragons and Star 
Wars role-playing games. He participates in 
Pathfinder and D&D games with old friends 
and runs another D&D game with members of 
his family. Group members include people in 
Virginia, Florida, South Carolina and Iowa.

“We’re pretty spread out, so now it’s pretty 
cool,” Bellinger says. “It allows us to stay in 
touch. I don’t know that I would have much 
contact with my friends otherwise.”

One of the current games now played 
through the popular Roll 20 gaming platform 
originated from one that Bellinger and his 
friends started at the College of Charleston 
in South Carolina. “That game ran for about 
eight years with different people coming in or 
going out,” he says.

Roll 20 makes game play smooth and 
easy when coupled with a communications 
platform called Discord that allows for group 
chats and messaging.

While those platforms are relatively new, 
Bellinger says traditional gamers have been 
taking advantage of internet connections 
since the introduction of the World Wide Web. 
And before that, players used text-based mul-
tiuser dungeons, or MUDs, to meet up online 
for a gaming experience once confined to 
table tops or living rooms. “So, there’s always 
been ways to game online,” Bellinger says.

Gaming 
old school  

in new ways

step outside of the console. 
Google was to introduce its 
much-anticipated Stadia online 
gaming platform — described 
as a sort of Netflix for gam-
ers — in November. With the 
cloud-based Stadia, gamers will 
not even need a gaming console 
or PC to play. The cost is $9.99 
per month in the U.S.

“Google may have just 
unveiled the future of gaming,” 
wrote Tom Warren, a senior edi-
tor for TheVerge.com, following 
Google’s introduction of Stadia’s beta version at the Game Developers 
Conference in March.

The cloud-based technology, which relies on fast internet speeds, an 
array of servers placed around the world and special game controllers that 
relay commands quickly to the servers, puts more pressure on internet 
companies and cooperatives to deliver.

High-speed internet connections make it possible for gamers to com-
pete, and the expansion of broadband services into rural areas makes it 
possible for more people to enjoy the games and to take advantage of the 
potential opportunities they offer.

In Kerrville, Texas, first-year Schreiner University esports coach Ryan 
Lucich says he often suffered through frustrating internet speeds and 
iffy connections while a student and esports competitor at Texas Tech in 
Lubbock, Texas.

“Obviously, the biggest challenge in running a wide, multiplayer online 
game is the internet connection,” says Riot Games’ Vandenbree. “We have 
dozens of people at our company who work with telecommunications 
providers to try to figure out the best way to make our game packets work. 
Anything that makes our infrastructure stronger in our country, and any 
other country, is good for the game.” 

The Peach Belt Conference League of Legends Tournament took 
the big screen at Lander University’s Abney Cultural Center.

UNC Pembroke’s Crystian Amaya and 
teammates competed at the Peach Belt 
Conference League of Legends Tournament. 
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In late summer, Ryan Lucich was still unpacking boxes at his 
new office at Schreiner University, where he had recently 
joined the staff to lead the school’s relatively new esports 

team.
It is both new and familiar territory for Lucich. Just a year 

removed from his career as a player at Texas Tech, he is coaching 
a Schreiner program that, in its third year of existence, is part of 
a growing number of competitive teams of collegiate video gam-
ers, some of whom have qualified for scholarships just like their 
counterparts in traditional sports.

“In terms of growth, it’s just really exploded,” Lucich says of 
collegiate esports. “I think the first varsity program was Robert 
Morris University back in 2014, and now, just about five years 
later, there’s over 150. It’s really crazy how fast it’s happened.”

Most of those programs, including Schreiner’s, are part of 
the growing National Association of Collegiate Esports, and the 
National Collegiate Athletic Association recognizes some of 
them. Schools embracing esports range in size and stature from 
the likes of Union Community College in New Jersey to major 
universities such as Boise State University and The Ohio State 
University.

VIRTUAL MOUNTAINEERS
Schreiner sophomore psychology major Matthew Mize is one 

of around 35 students who are part of the Mountaineers esports 
team. He participates in Overwatch, which is among the games 
Schreiner’s team plays. Others are League of Legends, Fortnite 
and Super Smash Brothers Ultimate.

HCTC

BY JOHN CLAYTON

THE IMPACT OF BROADBAND: GAMING EDITION

New game 
IN TOWN
Schreiner U building esports program

Joe Deanda practices for an 
upcoming esports competition.
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Mize is also among a wave of stu-
dents in colleges and universities across 
the country who are eligible to receive 
scholarship money for their video gaming 
abilities. Lucich said he has about $40,000 
he can offer to his players and other 
students who fill auxiliary roles, such as 
internet streamers and “shoutcasters” for 
live online broadcasts.

For Mize, a Lakehills native, the recruit-
ing process was pretty simple. He knew 
Schreiner’s former coach, and after a 
tryout he joined the Overwatch team as 
a freshman. “A lot of schools are going 
through things where they’re trying to 
identify kids and trying to find out the 
avenues where, what and who they can 
recruit,” Mize says. “It's definitely grow-
ing.”

Like the popular Fortnite and League 
of Legends, Overwatch is a cooperative 
game with teammates working together. 
“It’s a team-based game, and I play a 
healer,” Mize says. “That’s what I mostly 
like about it — I can help my teammates 
do better if I do well.”

Lucich says the spirit of teamwork is the 
same as with traditional collegiate team 
sports like soccer, football or basketball, 
and he believes the communication skills 
his players use — and those he gained as a 
player — will help the participants in their 
lives and careers.

“In terms of the team play itself, I think 
esports requires a lot more vocal com-
munication,” Lucich says. “Whereas in 
football you might have hand signals, 
esports requires a lot more talking to be 
successful, especially in some of these 

really complex games. As far as compet-
ing, some of the esports titles are a lot 
more complicated and harder to get into, 
which means it takes a lot more time to 
develop strategies.”

There are other similarities as well. 
“With each of our teams, we have one 
day a week dedicated to just meeting for 
half of it,” Lucich says. “It’s like a video 
review. Then the other half is a discussion 
over strategy. We might scout our oppo-
nents, so in a sense, it’s very similar to 
traditional sports and kind of what I did in 
football in high school.”

As its third year of esports competi-
tion begins, the Schreiner team is mov-
ing from its former gaming facility, “The 
Bunker,” into a brand-new arena where 
the team now practices and competes. 
This past April, Schreiner hosted the 
inaugural SCAC Showdown, welcoming 
other esports teams from the Southern 
Collegiate Athletic Conference in connec-
tion with the school’s annual Pop Con pop 
culture convention.

In a press release leading up to the 
event, SCAC Commissioner Dwayne 
Hanberry says that “although esports is 
not yet considered a varsity sport, we are 
excited to utilize the conference umbrella 
to provide another extracurricular oppor-
tunity for SCAC students to compete. Our 
goal at the conference office is to assist 
our membership in creating memorable 
experiences for students. We believe this 
event is another avenue to do that and with 
a segment of students who perhaps don’t 
get that opportunity in what would be con-
sidered the traditional athletic arena.”

CONNECTION IS EVERYTHING
Lucich began his coaching career by 

working with high school players looking 
for the same opportunities Mize and his 
teammates have at Schreiner.

Like members of NACE, high schools 
around the country are also starting 
esports teams, giving gamers a chance to 
compete together. Regardless of whether 
the players are college or high school 
students, casual gamers or professionals, 
they all rely on fast and reliable internet 
connectivity.

“Connection is everything,” Lucich 
says. “It’s one of the most important 
things both in practice and even more so 
in matches, because if you’re practicing on 
unreliable internet, you don’t get the cor-
rect environment that will better prepare 
you for your matches.”

The growing collegiate esports land-
scape, which is reflective of a growing 
culture of video gamers, gave Lucich an 
unexpected career path as well as lifelong 
friends. He says he is hoping his play-
ers have experiences similar to those he 
had as a player at Texas Tech. “I really 
loved it,” he says. “I’ve always been an 
extremely competitive person, but I was 
also very shy. Going into college, I was 
really nervous about making new friends.”

The League of Legends game provided 
Lucich a competitive and social outlet. 
He made the Texas Tech team along with 
three other sophomores. The roster stayed 
essentially the same for three years, he 
says. “It was a really great experience” 
Lucich recalls. “We all became very close. 
Playing on that team, it really did feel like 
family. To this day, they’re still probably 
my best friends. We talk and play games 
together pretty much every day.” 

Daniel De Jesus is a member of the 
Schreiner University esports team.



SOUTHWEST KITCHENS

Whether a seasoned cook or a 
first-timer, if you’re in charge 
of cooking the bird this holiday 

season, there are tricks to roasting a turkey 
that you should know. If you get it wrong, 
you’ll never forget the sight of the turkey 
leftovers on every plate.

“Roasting turkey too long will make 
it dry,” warns food expert Dotty Griffith. 
“Rely on a meat thermometer inserted into 
the thigh to make sure it’s done. And don’t 
be tempted to cook it another hour ‘just in 
case.’”

Griffith is known to foodies throughout 
Texas and beyond. She was the food editor 
at the Dallas Morning News for 16 years 
before becoming a restaurant critic for 10 
more. Today, she’s retired from the news-
paper business and has settled into teach-
ing journalism as an adjunct professor at 
the University of North Texas. She’s also 
been busy writing cookbooks, 12 to date. 
Her most recent, “The Ultimate Tortilla 
Press,” came out earlier this year. But 
it’s Griffith’s 1997 offering, “The Texas 
Holiday Cookbook,” that remains her 
most popular. It sold out in two months to 
fans who wanted her to take on cooking 
for the holidays.

She was still a food editor at that time 
and says it was before Butterball started 
its Turkey Talk-Line. “So I and other food 
editors around the country were the hot-
lines,” she says. “And I’ll never forget the 
guy who called me and wanted to know 
if his turkey would cook twice as fast if 
he doubled the oven temperature. He also 
wanted to know how to set the oven to 
700 F.”

Here are some tips Griffith offers to 
ensure your bird comes out as pretty as a 
picture — tender and golden brown.

Brining makes everything better and is 
so much simpler now. Brining bags make 
it easy to brine without a separate con-
tainer and refrigerator or cooler.

Don’t baste until the last hour or so of 
cooking. Basting mostly helps glaze the 
bird. 

Stuffing a turkey is another time waster. 
Bake cornbread or other bread dressing 
separately in a shallow baking dish. Bake 
during the last 30 or 45 minutes of roast-
ing. 

If you forget to remove the bag of gib-
lets before roasting, don’t panic when you 
start slicing and find it. Remove the bag 
and carry on as if nothing happened.

Make very thick gravy up to two days in 
advance using a butter and flour roux and 
turkey or chicken stock. On turkey day, 
heat it up during the last 30 minutes or so 
of roasting. Use drippings from the turkey 
to thin and add more flavor to the gravy. 
This eliminates last-minute gravy panic.

The biggest mistake you can make 
when roasting the turkey, Griffith stresses, 
is baking it too long, rendering dry meat. 
Rely on a meat thermometer inserted in 
the thickest part of the thigh. And when 
you wiggle the leg, it should move easily 
in the joint. If it pulls right out into your 
hand, you’ve overcooked the turkey.

FOOD EDITOR 
ANNE P. BRALY
IS A NATIVE OF 
CHATTANOOGA, 
TENNESSEE. 

The perfect bird
Learn the secrets to roasting turkey

Dotty Griffith's “The 
Texas Holiday Cookbook,” 
published in 1997, remains 
her most popular book. 
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Citrus Roasted Turkey

 1  (12- to 16-pound) turkey
 2  teaspoons salt, or to taste
 2  teaspoons pepper, or to taste
 1/4  to 1/2 cup vegetable oil
 2  apples, optional
 1  orange, optional
 1  lemon, optional
 2  fresh jalapeno peppers, optional

Heat oven to 325 F. Rinse and dry turkey. 
Remove neck and giblet pack from the 
small cavity in front as well as the large 
body cavity. Save and use for stock if 
desired. Season inside turkey cavity with 
salt and pepper. Use salt sparingly if 
using a prebasted turkey.

Rub exterior of turkey skin generously 
with vegetable oil and place in a large 
roasting pan with shallow sides.

If desired, cut apples and orange into 
quarters, cut lemon in half and place 
fruit in turkey cavity along with jala-
peno peppers that have been pierced in 
several places with a fork.

Roast turkey 15-20 minutes per pound. 
For the most accurate gauge of done-
ness, use an instant-read thermometer. 
Temperature should read 165 F when 
inserted in the thickest part of the thigh. 
Juices should run clear when thigh is 
pierced at the thickest part, and the leg 
joint should move easily.

Cooking of the turkey should be com-
pleted about an hour before dinner is 
served. Loosely tent with foil to keep 

warm and carve just before 
serving.

Super Greens With 
Brown Butter

Use greens that are torn and ready to 
eat. This is a great side dish to make 
ahead and reheat for serving during the 
holidays.

 2  bags super greens such as  
  collards, turnip, kale, mustard or a 
  combination (enough for 8  
  servings)
 1  teaspoon salt
 1/2  cup golden raisins
 1/2  cup salted butter
 1  tablespoon lemon juice
 1/3  cup pine nuts, lightly toasted

Dump 1 bag of greens into a large pot 
with lid. Add 1/4 cup water. Place pot 
over medium heat and bring water to a 
boil. Toss in half the raisins. Cover with 
lid. Turn off heat and let steam for 7 
minutes or until greens are wilted and 
no longer crunchy. Drain in colander. 
Repeat with remaining greens and 
raisins. Place drained greens in a 9-by-
13-inch baking dish. Make sure raisins 
are evenly distributed.

In a medium skillet over medium heat, 
melt the butter and cook until it turns 
a medium dark brown, 3 to 5 minutes. It 

should smell nutty. Remove from heat 
and stir in lemon juice. Pour brown but-
ter over greens, stirring to evenly coat. 
Sprinkle pine nuts over the greens. Keep 
warm, or refrigerate and reheat at 300 F 
to serve. Makes 8 servings.

Herbed Lemon Butter for 
Roasted Turkey 

 1/2  cup unsalted butter, softened at 
  room temperature
 1  tablespoon each finely chopped 
  fresh sage, rosemary and thyme
 1  tablespoon finely grated lemon 
  rind

Place butter into a small bowl. Using a 
spatula, blend in herbs and lemon rind. 
With gloved hands, gently loosen the 
skin of the thawed turkey breast, being 
careful not to tear the skin, and rub a 
generous coating of the herbed lemon 
butter onto the turkey breast under 
the skin. Lightly rub turkey all over with 
additional butter.

If making butter blend in advance, cover 
tightly and refrigerate until ready to use. 
Let soften to room temperature before 
seasoning turkey for roasting. Makes 1/2 
cup. 
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